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Tuesday, 11 February, 2020

Breaking News :

Press Releases

JRC Projects Bags the Iconic Project of the Year for its Villa

Project - JRC Palladio

BANGALORE, Feb. 9, 2020 /PRNewswire/ -- The best developments and architecture from across the length and breadth of the

nation were celebrated at Shangri-La Hotel Bangalore. The leading property professionals behind these outstanding projects

were invited to attend the Awards For Excellence in Real Estate to receive their accolades.    

Real Estate Award For Excellence instituted by Common Floor and India Property, celebrates the highest level of achievement

by companies operating in all segments of real estate. The awards recognize, encourage, promote excellence in real estate

developments.

JRC Projects, one of the most admired real estate developers of Bangalore has won the prestigious Iconic Villa Project of the

Year for its project JRC Palladio at Sarjapur Road Bangalore.

With over 200 participant companies from India, JRC Projects emerged as one of the promising companies to win this award

which was chosen on the basis of customer preferences on various parameters including architectural design, innovation,

creativity, optimum use of space and natural light etc.

Winning this award is an indisputable evidence of JRC Projects' ability in beating some exceedingly strong contenders within

the highly competitive national property arena.

JRC Palladio is developed around the concept of 'villa and a holiday home within' where the entire living space is designed

around the needs of the residents. Roman Classical architecture and functional design featuring double height living

space, dinning with landscaped deck, open to sky court yard, multi-purpose hall with large terrace area etc. have been two of

the keystones in ensuring that it is delivered  on this promise.  

It is one of the few Indian projects built based on the principle of legendary Italian architect Andrea Palladio, who is

considered as a father of neo classical architecture. His concepts and ideas have inspired architectural marvels across the

world. JRC Palladio seems no exception as it is strongly based on the symmetry, perspective and values of the Palladian

classical  architecture. It has adopted all critical elements of Palladian style of design i.e. decorative motifs, elegant cornices,

classical forms, and double height Palladian window.

One of the customers Mr. Shagul, Sr. Manager at Intuit who was part of the focus group, said, "It is hard to believe that JRC

Palladio is located at the heart of silicon triangle of Bangalore that enable us to commute to all  IT hubs - Sarjapur Road, ORR

and Electronic City within 10-30 minute drive." 

About JRC PALLADIO

JRC Palladio is an exclusive collection of Classical Roman Villas built based on the designs and principles of legendary Italian

architect Andrea Palladio whose works have inspired architectural marvels across the world. The 3/4 bed villas feature an

open-to-sky courtyard, dinning with landscaped deck, double-height space living as well as a multi purpose hall with much

detail given to the Palladian concept of a holiday home within your house. 

Its Club house is also designed based on Greco-Roman architecture with Italian classical interior, indoor sports and

recreational activities on 2 acres amenity area.The project is located near Indus International School, Sarjapur road and

possess the advantage of being nestled in a tranquil area, IT parks and excellent schools.
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To quote Mr. Srikant, Director Real Estate Vertical, "We are committed to identifying and recreating classical architecture

with rich Roman and Greek design in�uences. The designs that are based on quality measure, strict proportion and beautiful

symmetry has in�uenced us to build spaces that not only re�ect the classical architecture, but both functional as well as

accommodating"

As a corollary to this approach, JRC conceptualised Go classical homes that symbolizes timeless beauty and functional design.

The company has seamlessly adopted all the critical elements of the Greco-Roman architecture and has embraced the usage

of the Palladian window, motifs, cornices, pediments etc.

It is an intelligent choice of classical architecture and functional design. Classical architecture that never goes out of style and

looks ethereal for years to come. Functional design that meets every possible present, potential and future needs of yours. 

Why JRC Palladio is considered to be timeless

It is a recreation of Roman Classical Villas built during 15th century in Venice, Italy  by the Italian architect Andrea Palladio. The

Palladian Concept of 'Villa and a Holiday Home within' is manifested in all the villas which features double height living space,

dinning with landscaped deck, open to sky court yard and multi purpose hall with large open terrace which can easily be

converted into party hall, start-up o�ce, home theatre etc. as and when required

JRC Palladio embraces the tranquility of open spaces that allow you to experience the beauty and splendor of nature. Coupled

with the classical architecture that is reminiscent of Greece and Rome, the magni�cent designs along with the luxury �xtures

and �nishes are bound to make one feel incredibly proud of their living space. The project embraces the perfectly unique

balance shared between man and nature.

It has taken over a year's time to precisely conceptualize, plan and transform the Greco-Roman architecture into JRC Palladio.

Each and every inch of  villas bring the legendary Palladian inspiration to life and highlights its eternal magni�cence. Apart

from employing advanced technology, The in house architect and civil team  had worked in collaboration with architect from

Italy and in India to put together the best e�orts to create this project.

Mr. Sainath Shetty, Head of  Sales,  says, "It is not about classical architecture, meticulous �oor plans, amenities and luxuries;

its rather about overall experience that makes this project unique . All of this, and much more at an amazingly competitive

price! With IT giants WIPRO and Infosys coming up with their campuses, Azim Premji University being operational by next

year. The capital appreciation for JRC Palladio is bound to grow faster than ever. We would like our discerning customers take

advantage of this opportunity."

He further added that, "Floor plan is developed for classical and functional design and optimum use of space and privacy etc

The access for maid is kept separate. Deck, courtyard, windows and doors are positioned in such a way that they don't

overlook into neighbouring villas. Classical architecture, Optimum use of space, maximum functionality, highest quality, world

class amenities are hallmark of this project"

Note from Mr. Manohar Reddy, MD  JRC Project Pvt. Ltd

"Building go-classical and go-green homes for people is a huge responsibility and we endeavor to ful�ll this duty with

emphasis on e�ciency and reliability in operations and focus on delivery with highest quality .The hallmark of JRC is the

perfect balance between comfort, convenience, classical design, and the natural environment. We are committed to blend

these four things into every project.

As Managing Director, my goal is to ensure that  we  achieve  maximum potential by leveraging and multiplying

complementary competencies existing among our three business verticals-Realty, Infrastructure and hospitality and also

relies on the core values of Excellence, Empathy  and E�ciency. We take pride in our agility to adapt swiftly to market needs

and aspires to lead innovation and design  in this industry to unlock value."

About JRC Projects 

JRC is a complete customer centric enterprise operating in three principal business verticals - Realty, Infrastructure, and

Hospitality which are designed to leverage its complementary competencies. As a result, high quality products and services

are delivered at competitive prices.  Synergy among business verticals help create new value curve by achieving both high

quality and cost advantage. Since its inspection it has delivered  a wide range projects and services for its chosen segments 

which has made JRC become one  of the emerging leaders in the �eld of realty development, infrastructure and hospitality.

Today, the company is known for its integrity, ability to deliver projects on time with highest quality and stands as a proud

statement of con�dence and customer delight.

The         projects are distinguished for classical architecture, functional design, natural environment, optimum use of space, prime

location, aesthetic appeal, natural light etc. JRC's attention to detail, and innovation ensures  on time delivery with highest
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PR NEWSWIRE

JRC Projects Bags The Iconic Project Of The Year For Its Villa Project - JRC Palladio

BANGALORE, Feb. 9, 2020 /PRNewswire/ -- The best developments and architecture from across the length and breadth of the nation
were celebrated at Shangri-La Hotel Bangalore. The leading property professionals behind these outstanding projects were invited to
attend the Awards For Excellence in Real Estate to receive their accolades.    

Real Estate Award For Excellence instituted by Common Floor and India Property, celebrates the highest level of achievement by
companies operating in all segments of real estate. The awards recognize, encourage, promote excellence in real estate developments.

JRC Projects, one of the most admired real estate developers of Bangalore has won the prestigious Iconic Villa Project of the Year for its
project JRC Palladio at Sarjapur Road Bangalore.

With over 200 participant companies from India, JRC Projects emerged as one of the promising companies to win this award which
was chosen on the basis of customer preferences on various parameters including architectural design, innovation, creativity, optimum
use of space and natural light etc.

Winning this award is an indisputable evidence of JRC Projects' ability in beating some exceedingly strong contenders within the highly
competitive national property arena.

JRC Palladio is developed around the concept of 'villa and a holiday home within' where the entire living space is designed around the
needs of the residents. Roman Classical architecture and functional design featuring double height living space, dinning with
landscaped deck, open to sky court yard, multi-purpose hall with large terrace area etc. have been two of the keystones in ensuring that
it is delivered  on this promise.  

It is one of the few Indian projects built based on the principle of legendary Italian architect Andrea Palladio, who is considered as a
father of neo classical architecture. His concepts and ideas have inspired architectural marvels across the world. JRC Palladio seems no
exception as it is strongly based on the symmetry, perspective and values of the Palladian classical  architecture. It has adopted all
critical elements of Palladian style of design i.e. decorative motifs, elegant cornices, classical forms, and double height Palladian
window.

One of the customers Mr. Shagul, Sr. Manager at Intuit who was part of the focus group, said, "It is hard to believe that JRC Palladio is
located at the heart of silicon triangle of Bangalore that enable us to commute to all  IT hubs - Sarjapur Road, ORR and Electronic City
within 10-30 minute drive." 

About JRC PALLADIO

JRC Palladio is an exclusive collection of Classical Roman Villas built based on the designs and principles of legendary Italian architect
Andrea Palladio whose works have inspired architectural marvels across the world. The 3/4 bed villas feature an open-to-sky courtyard,
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dinning with landscaped deck, double-height space living as well as a multi purpose hall with much detail given to the Palladian
concept of a holiday home within your house. 

Its Club house is also designed based on Greco-Roman architecture with Italian classical interior, indoor sports and recreational
activities on 2 acres amenity area.The project is located near Indus International School, Sarjapur road and possess the advantage of
being nestled in a tranquil area, IT parks and excellent schools.

To quote Mr. Srikant, Director Real Estate Vertical, "We are committed to identifying and recreating classical architecture with rich
Roman and Greek design influences. The designs that are based on quality measure, strict proportion and beautiful symmetry has
influenced us to build spaces that not only reflect the classical architecture, but both functional as well as accommodating"

As a corollary to this approach, JRC conceptualised Go classical homes that symbolizes timeless beauty and functional design. The
company has seamlessly adopted all the critical elements of the Greco-Roman architecture and has embraced the usage of the Palladian
window, motifs, cornices, pediments etc.

It is an intelligent choice of classical architecture and functional design. Classical architecture that never goes out of style and looks
ethereal for years to come. Functional design that meets every possible present, potential and future needs of yours. 

Why JRC Palladio is considered to be timeless

It is a recreation of Roman Classical Villas built during 15  century in Venice, Italy  by the Italian architect Andrea Palladio. The
Palladian Concept of 'Villa and a Holiday Home within' is manifested in all the villas which features double height living space, dinning
with landscaped deck, open to sky court yard and multi purpose hall with large open terrace which can easily be converted into party
hall, start-up office, home theatre etc. as and when required

JRC Palladio embraces the tranquility of open spaces that allow you to experience the beauty and splendor of nature. Coupled with the
classical architecture that is reminiscent of Greece and Rome, the magnificent designs along with the luxury fixtures and finishes are
bound to make one feel incredibly proud of their living space. The project embraces the perfectly unique balance shared between man
and nature.

It has taken over a year's time to precisely conceptualize, plan and transform the Greco-Roman architecture into JRC Palladio. Each
and every inch of  villas bring the legendary Palladian inspiration to life and highlights its eternal magnificence. Apart from employing
advanced technology, The in house architect and civil team  had worked in collaboration with architect from Italy and in India to put
together the best efforts to create this project.

Mr. Sainath Shetty, Head of  Sales,  says, "It is not about classical architecture, meticulous floor plans, amenities and luxuries; its rather
about overall experience that makes this project unique . All of this, and much more at an amazingly competitive price! With IT giants
WIPRO and Infosys coming up with their campuses, Azim Premji University being operational by next year. The capital appreciation
for JRC Palladio is bound to grow faster than ever. We would like our discerning customers take advantage of this opportunity."

He further added that, "Floor plan is developed for classical and functional design and optimum use of space and privacy etc The access
for maid is kept separate. Deck, courtyard, windows and doors are positioned in such a way that they don't overlook into neighbouring
villas. Classical architecture, Optimum use of space, maximum functionality, highest quality, world class amenities are hallmark of this
project"

Note from Mr. Manohar Reddy, MD  JRC Project Pvt. Ltd

"Building go-classical and go-green homes for people is a huge responsibility and we endeavor to fulfill this duty with emphasis on
efficiency and reliability in operations and focus on delivery with highest quality .The hallmark of JRC is the perfect balance between
comfort, convenience, classical design, and the natural environment. We are committed to blend these four things into every project.

As Managing Director, my goal is to ensure that  we  achieve  maximum potential by leveraging and multiplying complementary
competencies existing among our three business verticals-Realty, Infrastructure and hospitality and also relies on the core values of
Excellence, Empathy  and Efficiency. We take pride in our agility to adapt swiftly to market needs and aspires to lead innovation and
design  in this industry to unlock value."

About JRC Projects 
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PR Newswire

JRC Projects Bags the Iconic Project of the
Year for its Villa Project - JRC Palladio
BANGALORE, Feb. 9, 2020 /PRNewswire/ -- The best developments and architecture from across the length and
breadth of the nation were celebrated at Shangri-La Hotel Bangalore. The leading property professionals behind
these outstanding projects were invited to attend the Awards For Excellence in Real Estate to receive their
accolades.    

Real Estate Award For Excellence instituted by Common Floor and India Property, celebrates the highest level of
achievement by companies operating in all segments of real estate. The awards recognize, encourage, promote
excellence in real estate developments.

JRC Projects, one of the most admired real estate developers of Bangalore has won the prestigious Iconic Villa
Project of the Year for its project JRC Palladio at Sarjapur Road Bangalore.

With over 200 participant companies from India, JRC Projects emerged as one of the promising companies to win
this award which was chosen on the basis of customer preferences on various parameters including architectural
design, innovation, creativity, optimum use of space and natural light etc.

Winning this award is an indisputable evidence of JRC Projects' ability in beating some exceedingly strong
contenders within the highly competitive national property arena.

JRC Palladio is developed around the concept of 'villa and a holiday home within' where the entire living space is
designed around the needs of the residents. Roman Classical architecture and functional design featuring double
height living space, dinning with landscaped deck, open to sky court yard, multi-purpose hall with large terrace area
etc. have been two of the keystones in ensuring that it is delivered  on this promise.  

It is one of the few Indian projects built based on the principle of legendary Italian architect Andrea Palladio, who is
considered as a father of neo classical architecture. His concepts and ideas have inspired architectural marvels
across the world. JRC Palladio seems no exception as it is strongly based on the symmetry, perspective and
values of the Palladian classical  architecture. It has adopted all critical elements of Palladian style of design i.e.
decorative motifs, elegant cornices, classical forms, and double height Palladian window.

One of the customers Mr. Shagul, Sr. Manager at Intuit who was part of the focus group, said, "It is hard to believe
that JRC Palladio is located at the heart of silicon triangle of Bangalore that enable us to commute to all  IT hubs -
Sarjapur Road, ORR and Electronic City within 10-30 minute drive." 

About JRC PALLADIO

JRC Palladio is an exclusive collection of Classical Roman Villas built based on the designs and principles of
legendary Italian architect Andrea Palladio whose works have inspired architectural marvels across the world. The
3/4 bed villas feature an open-to-sky courtyard, dinning with landscaped deck, double-height space living as well
as a multi purpose hall with much detail given to the Palladian concept of a holiday home within your house. 

Its Club house is also designed based on Greco-Roman architecture with Italian classical interior, indoor sports
and recreational activities on 2 acres amenity area.The project is located near Indus International School, Sarjapur
road and possess the advantage of being nestled in a tranquil area, IT parks and excellent schools.
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To quote Mr. Srikant, Director Real Estate Vertical, "We are committed to identifying and recreating classical
architecture with rich Roman and Greek design in�uences. The designs that are based on quality measure, strict
proportion and beautiful symmetry has in�uenced us to build spaces that not only re�ect the classical
architecture, but both functional as well as accommodating"

As a corollary to this approach, JRC conceptualised Go classical homes that symbolizes timeless beauty and
functional design. The company has seamlessly adopted all the critical elements of the Greco-Roman architecture
and has embraced the usage of the Palladian window, motifs, cornices, pediments etc.

It is an intelligent choice of classical architecture and functional design. Classical architecture that never goes out
of style and looks ethereal for years to come. Functional design that meets every possible present, potential and
future needs of yours. 

Why JRC Palladio is considered to be timeless

It is a recreation of Roman Classical Villas built during 15  century in Venice, Italy  by the Italian architect Andrea
Palladio. The Palladian Concept of 'Villa and a Holiday Home within' is manifested in all the villas which features
double height living space, dinning with landscaped deck, open to sky court yard and multi purpose hall with large
open terrace which can easily be converted into party hall, start-up o�ce, home theatre etc. as and when required

JRC Palladio embraces the tranquility of open spaces that allow you to experience the beauty and splendor of
nature. Coupled with the classical architecture that is reminiscent of Greece and Rome, the magni�cent designs
along with the luxury �xtures and �nishes are bound to make one feel incredibly proud of their living space. The
project embraces the perfectly unique balance shared between man and nature.

It has taken over a year's time to precisely conceptualize, plan and transform the Greco-Roman architecture into
JRC Palladio. Each and every inch of  villas bring the legendary Palladian inspiration to life and highlights its
eternal magni�cence. Apart from employing advanced technology, The in house architect and civil team  had
worked in collaboration with architect from Italy and in India to put together the best efforts to create this project.

Mr. Sainath Shetty, Head of  Sales,  says, "It is not about classical architecture, meticulous �oor plans, amenities
and luxuries; its rather about overall experience that makes this project unique . All of this, and much more at an
amazingly competitive price! With IT giants WIPRO and Infosys coming up with their campuses, Azim Premji
University being operational by next year. The capital appreciation for JRC Palladio is bound to grow faster than
ever. We would like our discerning customers take advantage of this opportunity."

He further added that, "Floor plan is developed for classical and functional design and optimum use of space and
privacy etc The access for maid is kept separate. Deck, courtyard, windows and doors are positioned in such a way
that they don't overlook into neighbouring villas. Classical architecture, Optimum use of space, maximum
functionality, highest quality, world class amenities are hallmark of this project"

Note from Mr. Manohar Reddy, MD  JRC Project Pvt. Ltd

"Building go-classical and go-green homes for people is a huge responsibility and we endeavor to ful�ll this duty
with emphasis on e�ciency and reliability in operations and focus on delivery with highest quality .The hallmark of
JRC is the perfect balance between comfort, convenience, classical design, and the natural environment. We are
committed to blend these four things into every project.

As Managing Director, my goal is to ensure that  we  achieve  maximum potential by leveraging and multiplying
complementary competencies existing among our three business verticals-Realty, Infrastructure and hospitality
and also relies on the core values of Excellence, Empathy  and E�ciency. We take pride in our agility to adapt
swiftly to market needs and aspires to lead innovation and design  in this industry to unlock value."

About JRC Projects 
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JRC is a complete customer centric enterprise operating in three principal business verticals - Realty,
Infrastructure, and Hospitality which are designed to leverage its complementary competencies. As a result, high
quality products and services are delivered at competitive prices.  Synergy among business verticals help create
new value curve by achieving both high quality and cost advantage. Since its inspection it has delivered  a wide
range projects and services for its chosen segments  which has made JRC become one  of the emerging leaders
in the �eld of realty development, infrastructure and hospitality. Today, the company is known for its integrity,
ability to deliver projects on time with highest quality and stands as a proud statement of con�dence and
customer delight.

The         projects are distinguished for classical architecture, functional design, natural environment, optimum use of
space, prime location, aesthetic appeal, natural light etc. JRC's attention to detail, and innovation ensures  on time
delivery with highest quality construction,  setting a new benchmark in the industry.

Media Contact :
Jawahar Shan
jawahar@jrcprojects.com (mailto:jawahar@jrcprojects.com)
+91-9902600229
Vice President Corp. Communication
JRC Projects
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JRC Projects Bags the
Iconic Project of the Year for its
Villa Project - JRC Palladio

BANGALORE, Feb. 9, 2020 /PRNewswire/ -- The best developments and
architecture from across the length and breadth of the nation were celebrated
at Shangri-La Hotel Bangalore. The leading property professionals behind these
outstanding projects were invited to attend the Awards For Excellence in Real
Estate to receive their accolades.    
Real Estate Award For Excellence instituted by Common Floor and India
Property, celebrates the highest level of achievement by companies operating
in all segments of real estate. The awards recognize, encourage, promote
excellence in real estate developments.
JRC Projects, one of the most admired real estate developers of Bangalore has
won the prestigious Iconic Villa Project of the Year for its project JRC Palladio
at Sarjapur Road Bangalore.
With over 200 participant companies from India, JRC Projects emerged as one
of the promising companies to win this award which was chosen on the basis of
customer preferences on various parameters including architectural design,
innovation, creativity, optimum use of space and natural light etc.
Winning this award is an indisputable evidence of JRC Projects' ability in
beating some exceedingly strong contenders within the highly competitive
national property arena.
JRC Palladio is developed around the concept of 'villa and a holiday home
within' where the entire living space is designed around the needs of the
residents. Roman Classical architecture and functional design featuring double
height living space, dinning with landscaped deck, open to sky court yard,
multi-purpose hall with large terrace area etc. have been two of the keystones
in ensuring that it is delivered  on this promise.  
It is one of the few Indian projects built based on the principle of legendary
Italian architect Andrea Palladio, who is considered as a father of neo classical
architecture. His concepts and ideas have inspired architectural marvels across
the world. JRC Palladio seems no exception as it is strongly based on the
symmetry, perspective and values of the Palladian classical  architecture. It
has adopted all critical elements of Palladian style of design i.e. decorative
motifs, elegant cornices, classical forms, and double height Palladian window.
One of the customers Mr. Shagul, Sr. Manager at Intuit who was part
of the focus group, said, "It is hard to believe that JRC Palladio is located at
the heart of silicon triangle of Bangalore that enable us to commute to all  IT
hubs - Sarjapur Road, ORR and Electronic City within 10-30 minute drive." 
About JRC PALLADIO
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JRC Palladio is an exclusive collection of Classical Roman Villas built based on
the designs and principles of legendary Italian architect Andrea Palladio whose
works have inspired architectural marvels across the world. The 3/4 bed villas
feature an open-to-sky courtyard, dinning with landscaped deck, double-height
space living as well as a multi purpose hall with much detail given to the
Palladian concept of a holiday home within your house. 
Its Club house is also designed based on Greco-Roman architecture with Italian
classical interior, indoor sports and recreational activities on 2 acres amenity
area.The project is located near Indus International School, Sarjapur road and
possess the advantage of being nestled in a tranquil area, IT parks and
excellent schools.
To quote Mr. Srikant, Director Real Estate Vertical, "We are committed to
identifying and recreating classical architecture with rich Roman and Greek
design influences. The designs that are based on quality measure, strict
proportion and beautiful symmetry has influenced us to build spaces that not
only reflect the classical architecture, but both functional as well as
accommodating"
As a corollary to this approach, JRC conceptualised Go classical homes that
symbolizes timeless beauty and functional design. The company has seamlessly
adopted all the critical elements of the Greco-Roman architecture and has
embraced the usage of the Palladian window, motifs, cornices, pediments etc.
It is an intelligent choice of classical architecture and functional design.
Classical architecture that never goes out of style and looks ethereal for years
to come. Functional design that meets every possible present, potential and
future needs of yours. 
Why JRC Palladio is considered to be timeless
It is a recreation of Roman Classical Villas built during 15th century in Venice,
Italy  by the Italian architect Andrea Palladio. The Palladian Concept of 'Villa
and a Holiday Home within' is manifested in all the villas which features double
height living space, dinning with landscaped deck, open to sky court yard and
multi purpose hall with large open terrace which can easily be converted into
party hall, start-up office, home theatre etc. as and when required
JRC Palladio embraces the tranquility of open spaces that allow you to
experience the beauty and splendor of nature. Coupled with the classical
architecture that is reminiscent of Greece and Rome, the magnificent designs
along with the luxury fixtures and finishes are bound to make one feel
incredibly proud of their living space. The project embraces the perfectly
unique balance shared between man and nature.
It has taken over a year's time to precisely conceptualize, plan and transform
the Greco-Roman architecture into JRC Palladio. Each and every inch of  villas
bring the legendary Palladian inspiration to life and highlights its eternal
magnificence. Apart from employing advanced technology, The in house
architect and civil team  had worked in collaboration with architect from Italy
and in India to put together the best efforts to create this project.
Mr. Sainath Shetty, Head of  Sales,  says, "It is not about classical
architecture, meticulous floor plans, amenities and luxuries; its rather about
overall experience that makes this project unique . All of this, and much more
at an amazingly competitive price! With IT giants WIPRO and Infosys coming
up with their campuses, Azim Premji University being operational by next year.
The capital appreciation for JRC Palladio is bound to grow faster than ever. We
would like our discerning customers take advantage of this opportunity."
He further added that, "Floor plan is developed for classical and functional
design and optimum use of space and privacy etc The access for maid is kept
separate. Deck, courtyard, windows and doors are positioned in such a way
that they don't overlook into neighbouring villas. Classical architecture,
Optimum use of space, maximum functionality, highest quality, world class
amenities are hallmark of this project"
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JRC Projects Bags the Iconic Project
of the Year for its Villa Project - JRC
Palladio
BANGALORE, Feb. 9, 2020 /PRNewswire/ -- The best developments and
architecture from across the length and breadth of the nation were celebrated at
Shangri-La Hotel Bangalore. The leading property professionals behind these
outstanding projects were invited to attend the Awards For Excellence in Real Estate
to receive their accolades.    

Real Estate Award For Excellence instituted by Common Floor and India Property,
celebrates the highest level of achievement by companies operating in all segments
of real estate. The awards recognize, encourage, promote excellence in real estate
developments.

JRC Projects, one of the most admired real estate developers of Bangalore has won
the prestigious Iconic Villa Project of the Year for its project JRC Palladio at Sarjapur
Road Bangalore.

With over 200 participant companies from India, JRC Projects emerged as one of
the promising companies to win this award which was chosen on the basis of
customer preferences on various parameters including architectural design,
innovation, creativity, optimum use of space and natural light etc.

Winning this award is an indisputable evidence of JRC Projects' ability in beating
some exceedingly strong contenders within the highly competitive national property
arena.

JRC Palladio is developed around the concept of 'villa and a holiday home within'
where the entire living space is designed around the needs of the residents. Roman
Classical architecture and functional design featuring double height living
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space, dinning with landscaped deck, open to sky court yard, multi-purpose hall with
large terrace area etc. have been two of the keystones in ensuring that it is delivered 
on this promise.  

It is one of the few Indian projects built based on the principle of legendary Italian
architect Andrea Palladio, who is considered as a father of neo classical architecture.
His concepts and ideas have inspired architectural marvels across the world. JRC
Palladio seems no exception as it is strongly based on the symmetry, perspective
and values of the Palladian classical  architecture. It has adopted all critical elements
of Palladian style of design i.e. decorative motifs, elegant cornices, classical forms,
and double height Palladian window.

One of the customers Mr. Shagul, Sr. Manager at Intuit who was part of the focus
group, said, "It is hard to believe that JRC Palladio is located at the heart of silicon
triangle of Bangalore that enable us to commute to all  IT hubs - Sarjapur Road, ORR
and Electronic City within 10-30 minute drive." 

About JRC PALLADIO

JRC Palladio is an exclusive collection of Classical Roman Villas built based on the
designs and principles of legendary Italian architect Andrea Palladio whose works
have inspired architectural marvels across the world. The 3/4 bed villas feature an
open-to-sky courtyard, dinning with landscaped deck, double-height space living as
well as a multi purpose hall with much detail given to the Palladian concept of a
holiday home within your house. 

Its Club house is also designed based on Greco-Roman architecture with Italian
classical interior, indoor sports and recreational activities on 2 acres amenity area.The
project is located near Indus International School, Sarjapur road and possess the
advantage of being nestled in a tranquil area, IT parks and excellent schools.

To quote Mr. Srikant, Director Real Estate Vertical, "We are committed to identifying
and recreating classical architecture with rich Roman and Greek design influences.
The designs that are based on quality measure, strict proportion and beautiful
symmetry has influenced us to build spaces that not only reflect the classical
architecture, but both functional as well as accommodating"

As a corollary to this approach, JRC conceptualised Go classical homes that
symbolizes timeless beauty and functional design. The company has seamlessly
adopted all the critical elements of the Greco-Roman architecture and has embraced
the usage of the Palladian window, motifs, cornices, pediments etc.

It is an intelligent choice of classical architecture and functional design. Classical
architecture that never goes out of style and looks ethereal for years to come.
Functional design that meets every possible present, potential and future needs of
yours. 

Why JRC Palladio is considered to be timeless
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JRC Projects Bags the Iconic Project of the
Year for its Villa Project - JRC Palladio
BANGALORE, Feb. 9, 2020 /PRNewswire/ -- The best developments and architecture from across the length
and breadth of the nation were celebrated at Shangri-La Hotel Bangalore. The leading property professionals
behind these outstanding projects were invited to attend the Awards For Excellence in Real Estate to receive
their accolades.    

Real Estate Award For Excellence instituted by Common Floor and India Property, celebrates the highest level
of achievement by companies operating in all segments of real estate. The awards recognize, encourage,
promote excellence in real estate developments.

JRC Projects, one of the most admired real estate developers of Bangalore has won the prestigious Iconic Villa
Project of the Year for its project JRC Palladio at Sarjapur Road Bangalore.

With over 200 participant companies from India, JRC Projects emerged as one of the promising companies to
win this award which was chosen on the basis of customer preferences on various parameters including
architectural design, innovation, creativity, optimum use of space and natural light etc.

Winning this award is an indisputable evidence of JRC Projects' ability in beating some exceedingly strong
contenders within the highly competitive national property arena.

JRC Palladio is developed around the concept of 'villa and a holiday home within' where the entire living space
is designed around the needs of the residents. Roman Classical architecture and functional design featuring
double height living space, dinning with landscaped deck, open to sky court yard, multi-purpose hall with large
terrace area etc. have been two of the keystones in ensuring that it is delivered  on this promise.  

It is one of the few Indian projects built based on the principle of legendary Italian architect Andrea Palladio,
who is considered as a father of neo classical architecture. His concepts and ideas have inspired architectural
marvels across the world. JRC Palladio seems no exception as it is strongly based on the symmetry,
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perspective and values of the Palladian classical  architecture. It has adopted all critical elements of Palladian
style of design i.e. decorative motifs, elegant cornices, classical forms, and double height Palladian window.

One of the customers Mr. Shagul, Sr. Manager at Intuit who was part of the focus group, said, "It is hard to
believe that JRC Palladio is located at the heart of silicon triangle of Bangalore that enable us to commute to all
 IT hubs - Sarjapur Road, ORR and Electronic City within 10-30 minute drive." 

About JRC PALLADIO

JRC Palladio is an exclusive collection of Classical Roman Villas built based on the designs and principles of
legendary Italian architect Andrea Palladio whose works have inspired architectural marvels across the world.
The 3/4 bed villas feature an open-to-sky courtyard, dinning with landscaped deck, double-height space
living as well as a multi purpose hall with much detail given to the Palladian concept of a holiday home within
your house. 

Its Club house is also designed based on Greco-Roman architecture with Italian classical interior, indoor sports
and recreational activities on 2 acres amenity area.The project is located near Indus International School,
Sarjapur road and possess the advantage of being nestled in a tranquil area, IT parks and excellent schools.

To quote Mr. Srikant, Director Real Estate Vertical, "We are committed to identifying and recreating classical
architecture with rich Roman and Greek design influences. The designs that are based on quality measure,
strict proportion and beautiful symmetry has influenced us to build spaces that not only reflect the classical
architecture, but both functional as well as accommodating"

As a corollary to this approach, JRC conceptualised Go classical homes that symbolizes timeless beauty and
functional design. The company has seamlessly adopted all the critical elements of the Greco-Roman
architecture and has embraced the usage of the Palladian window, motifs, cornices, pediments etc.

It is an intelligent choice of classical architecture and functional design. Classical architecture that never goes
out of style and looks ethereal for years to come. Functional design that meets every possible present, potential
and future needs of yours. 

Why JRC Palladio is considered to be timeless

It is a recreation of Roman Classical Villas built during 15  century in Venice, Italy  by the Italian architect
Andrea Palladio. The Palladian Concept of 'Villa and a Holiday Home within' is manifested in all the villas which
features double height living space, dinning with landscaped deck, open to sky court yard and multi purpose
hall with large open terrace which can easily be converted into party hall, start-up office, home theatre etc. as
and when required

JRC Palladio embraces the tranquility of open spaces that allow you to experience the beauty and splendor of
nature. Coupled with the classical architecture that is reminiscent of Greece and Rome, the magnificent
designs along with the luxury fixtures and finishes are bound to make one feel incredibly proud of their living
space. The project embraces the perfectly unique balance shared between man and nature.

th
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JRC Projects Bags the Iconic
Project of the Year for its Villa
Project - JRC Palladio
BANGALORE, Feb. 9, 2020 /PRNewswire/ -- The best developments and
architecture from across the length and breadth of the nation were
celebrated at Shangri-La Hotel Bangalore. The leading property
professionals behind these outstanding projects were invited to attend the
Awards For Excellence in Real Estate to receive their accolades.    

Real Estate Award For Excellence instituted by Common Floor and India
Property, celebrates the highest level of achievement by companies
operating in all segments of real estate. The awards recognize, encourage,
promote excellence in real estate developments.

JRC Projects, one of the most admired real estate developers of Bangalore
has won the prestigious Iconic Villa Project of the Year for its project JRC
Palladio at Sarjapur Road Bangalore.

With over 200 participant companies from India, JRC Projects emerged as
one of the promising companies to win this award which was chosen on
the basis of customer preferences on various parameters including
architectural design, innovation, creativity, optimum use of space and
natural light etc.

Winning this award is an indisputable evidence of JRC Projects' ability in
beating some exceedingly strong contenders within the highly competitive
national property arena.

JRC Palladio is developed around the concept of 'villa and a holiday home
within' where the entire living space is designed around the needs of the
residents. Roman Classical architecture and functional design featuring
double height living space, dinning with landscaped deck, open to sky
court yard, multi-purpose hall with large terrace area etc. have been two of
the keystones in ensuring that it is delivered  on this promise.  

It is one of the few Indian projects built based on the principle of
legendary Italian architect Andrea Palladio, who is considered as a father
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of neo classical architecture. His concepts and ideas have inspired
architectural marvels across the world. JRC Palladio seems no exception
as it is strongly based on the symmetry, perspective and values of the
Palladian classical  architecture. It has adopted all critical elements of
Palladian style of design i.e. decorative motifs, elegant cornices, classical
forms, and double height Palladian window.

One of the customers Mr. Shagul, Sr. Manager at Intuit who was part
of the focus group, said, "It is hard to believe that JRC Palladio is located
at the heart of silicon triangle of Bangalore that enable us to commute to
all  IT hubs - Sarjapur Road, ORR and Electronic City within 10-30
minute drive." 

About JRC PALLADIO

JRC Palladio is an exclusive collection of Classical Roman Villas built
based on the designs and principles of legendary Italian architect Andrea
Palladio whose works have inspired architectural marvels across the world.
The 3/4 bed villas feature an open-to-sky courtyard, dinning with
landscaped deck, double-height space living as well as a multi purpose hall
with much detail given to the Palladian concept of a holiday home within
your house. 

Its Club house is also designed based on Greco-Roman architecture with
Italian classical interior, indoor sports and recreational activities on 2 acres
amenity area.The project is located near Indus International School,
Sarjapur road and possess the advantage of being nestled in a tranquil area,
IT parks and excellent schools.

To quote Mr. Srikant, Director Real Estate Vertical, "We are committed to
identifying and recreating classical architecture with rich Roman and
Greek design influences. The designs that are based on quality measure,
strict proportion and beautiful symmetry has influenced us to build spaces
that not only reflect the classical architecture, but both functional as well
as accommodating"

As a corollary to this approach, JRC conceptualised Go classical homes
that symbolizes timeless beauty and functional design. The company has
seamlessly adopted all the critical elements of the Greco-Roman
architecture and has embraced the usage of the Palladian window, motifs,
cornices, pediments etc.

It is an intelligent choice of classical architecture and functional design.
Classical architecture that never goes out of style and looks ethereal for
years to come. Functional design that meets every possible present,
potential and future needs of yours. 

Why JRC Palladio is considered to be timeless

It is a recreation of Roman Classical Villas built during 15th century in
Venice, Italy  by the Italian architect Andrea Palladio. The Palladian
Concept of 'Villa and a Holiday Home within' is manifested in all the villas
which features double height living space, dinning with landscaped deck,
open to sky court yard and multi purpose hall with large open terrace
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JRC Projects Bags the Iconic Project of the Year for its Villa Project - JRC
Palladio

BANGALORE, Feb. 9, 2020 /PRNewswire/ -- The best developments and architecture from across the
length and breadth of the nation were celebrated at Shangri-La Hotel Bangalore. The leading property
professionals behind these outstanding projects were invited to attend the Awards For Excellence in
Real Estate to receive their accolades.    

Real Estate Award For Excellence instituted by Common Floor and India Property, celebrates the
highest level of achievement by companies operating in all segments of real estate. The awards
recognize, encourage, promote excellence in real estate developments.

JRC Projects, one of the most admired real estate developers of Bangalore has won the prestigious
Iconic Villa Project of the Year for its project JRC Palladio at Sarjapur Road Bangalore.

With over 200 participant companies from India, JRC Projects emerged as one of the promising
companies to win this award which was chosen on the basis of customer preferences on various
parameters including architectural design, innovation, creativity, optimum use of space and natural light
etc.

Winning this award is an indisputable evidence of JRC Projects' ability in beating some exceedingly
strong contenders within the highly competitive national property arena.

JRC Palladio is developed around the concept of 'villa and a holiday home within' where the entire living
space is designed around the needs of the residents. Roman Classical architecture and functional
design featuring double height living space, dinning with landscaped deck, open to sky court yard, multi-
purpose hall with large terrace area etc. have been two of the keystones in ensuring that it is delivered 
on this promise.  

It is one of the few Indian projects built based on the principle of legendary Italian architect Andrea
Palladio, who is considered as a father of neo classical architecture. His concepts and ideas have
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inspired architectural marvels across the world. JRC Palladio seems no exception as it is strongly
based on the symmetry, perspective and values of the Palladian classical  architecture. It has adopted
all critical elements of Palladian style of design i.e. decorative motifs, elegant cornices, classical forms,
and double height Palladian window.

One of the customers Mr. Shagul, Sr. Manager at Intuit who was part of the focus group, said, "It is hard
to believe that JRC Palladio is located at the heart of silicon triangle of Bangalore that enable us to
commute to all  IT hubs - Sarjapur Road, ORR and Electronic City within 10-30 minute drive." 

About JRC PALLADIO

JRC Palladio is an exclusive collection of Classical Roman Villas built based on the designs and
principles of legendary Italian architect Andrea Palladio whose works have inspired architectural
marvels across the world. The 3/4 bed villas feature an open-to-sky courtyard, dinning with landscaped
deck, double-height space living as well as a multi purpose hall with much detail given to the Palladian
concept of a holiday home within your house. 

Its Club house is also designed based on Greco-Roman architecture with Italian classical interior, indoor
sports and recreational activities on 2 acres amenity area.The project is located near Indus
International School, Sarjapur road and possess the advantage of being nestled in a tranquil area, IT
parks and excellent schools.

To quote Mr. Srikant, Director Real Estate Vertical, "We are committed to identifying and recreating
classical architecture with rich Roman and Greek design in�uences. The designs that are based on
quality measure, strict proportion and beautiful symmetry has in�uenced us to build spaces that not
only re�ect the classical architecture, but both functional as well as accommodating"

As a corollary to this approach, JRC conceptualised Go classical homes that symbolizes timeless
beauty and functional design. The company has seamlessly adopted all the critical elements of the
Greco-Roman architecture and has embraced the usage of the Palladian window, motifs, cornices,
pediments etc.

It is an intelligent choice of classical architecture and functional design. Classical architecture that
never goes out of style and looks ethereal for years to come. Functional design that meets every
possible present, potential and future needs of yours. 

Why JRC Palladio is considered to be timeless

It is a recreation of Roman Classical Villas built during 15  century in Venice, Italy  by the Italian
architect Andrea Palladio. The Palladian Concept of 'Villa and a Holiday Home within' is manifested in
all the villas which features double height living space, dinning with landscaped deck, open to sky court
yard and multi purpose hall with large open terrace which can easily be converted into party hall, start-
up o�ce, home theatre etc. as and when required

JRC Palladio embraces the tranquility of open spaces that allow you to experience the beauty and
splendor of nature. Coupled with the classical architecture that is reminiscent of Greece and Rome, the

th
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PR Newswire

JRC Projects Bags the Iconic
Project of the Year for its
Villa Project - JRC Palladio
BANGALORE, Feb. 9, 2020 /PRNewswire/ -- The best developments
and architecture from across the length and breadth of the nation
were celebrated at Shangri-La Hotel Bangalore. The leading property
professionals behind these outstanding projects were invited to
attend the Awards For Excellence in Real Estate to receive their
accolades.    

Real Estate Award For Excellence instituted by Common Floor and
India Property, celebrates the highest level of achievement by
companies operating in all segments of real estate. The awards
recognize, encourage, promote excellence in real estate
developments.

JRC Projects, one of the most admired real estate developers of
Bangalore has won the prestigious Iconic Villa Project of the Year for
its project JRC Palladio at Sarjapur Road Bangalore.

With over 200 participant companies from India, JRC Projects
emerged as one of the promising companies to win this award which
was chosen on the basis of customer preferences on various
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parameters including architectural design, innovation, creativity,
optimum use of space and natural light etc.

Winning this award is an indisputable evidence of JRC Projects' ability
in beating some exceedingly strong contenders within the highly
competitive national property arena.

JRC Palladio is developed around the concept of 'villa and a holiday
home within' where the entire living space is designed around the
needs of the residents. Roman Classical architecture and functional
design featuring double height living space, dinning with landscaped
deck, open to sky court yard, multi-purpose hall with large terrace
area etc. have been two of the keystones in ensuring that it is
delivered  on this promise.  

It is one of the few Indian projects built based on the principle of
legendary Italian architect Andrea Palladio, who is considered as a
father of neo classical architecture. His concepts and ideas have
inspired architectural marvels across the world. JRC Palladio seems
no exception as it is strongly based on the symmetry, perspective and
values of the Palladian classical  architecture. It has adopted all
critical elements of Palladian style of design i.e. decorative motifs,
elegant cornices, classical forms, and double height Palladian
window.

One of the customers Mr. Shagul, Sr. Manager at Intuit who was part
of the focus group, said, "It is hard to believe that JRC Palladio is
located at the heart of silicon triangle of Bangalore that enable us to
commute to all  IT hubs - Sarjapur Road, ORR and Electronic City
within 10-30 minute drive." 

About JRC PALLADIO

JRC Palladio is an exclusive collection of Classical Roman Villas built
based on the designs and principles of legendary Italian architect
Andrea Palladio whose works have inspired architectural marvels
across the world. The 3/4 bed villas feature an open-to-sky courtyard,
dinning with landscaped deck, double-height space living as well as a
multi purpose hall with much detail given to the Palladian concept of
a holiday home within your house. 

Its Club house is also designed based on Greco-Roman architecture
with Italian classical interior, indoor sports and recreational activities
on 2 acres amenity area.The project is located near Indus
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International School, Sarjapur road and possess the advantage of
being nestled in a tranquil area, IT parks and excellent schools.

To quote Mr. Srikant, Director Real Estate Vertical, "We are committed
to identifying and recreating classical architecture with rich Roman
and Greek design in�uences. The designs that are based on quality
measure, strict proportion and beautiful symmetry has in�uenced us
to build spaces that not only re�ect the classical architecture, but
both functional as well as accommodating"

As a corollary to this approach, JRC conceptualised Go classical
homes that symbolizes timeless beauty and functional design. The
company has seamlessly adopted all the critical elements of the
Greco-Roman architecture and has embraced the usage of the
Palladian window, motifs, cornices, pediments etc.

It is an intelligent choice of classical architecture and functional
design. Classical architecture that never goes out of style and looks
ethereal for years to come. Functional design that meets every
possible present, potential and future needs of yours. 

Why JRC Palladio is considered to be timeless

It is a recreation of Roman Classical Villas built during 15th century in
Venice, Italy  by the Italian architect Andrea Palladio. The Palladian
Concept of 'Villa and a Holiday Home within' is manifested in all the
villas which features double height living space, dinning with
landscaped deck, open to sky court yard and multi purpose hall with
large open terrace which can easily be converted into party hall, start-
up o�ce, home theatre etc. as and when required

JRC Palladio embraces the tranquility of open spaces that allow you to
experience the beauty and splendor of nature. Coupled with the
classical architecture that is reminiscent of Greece and Rome, the
magni�cent designs along with the luxury �xtures and �nishes are
bound to make one feel incredibly proud of their living space. The
project embraces the perfectly unique balance shared between man
and nature.

It has taken over a year's time to precisely conceptualize, plan and
transform the Greco-Roman architecture into JRC Palladio. Each and
every inch of  villas bring the legendary Palladian inspiration to life
and highlights its eternal magni�cence. Apart from employing
advanced technology, The in house architect and civil team  had
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Breaking News

JRC Projects Bags the Iconic Project of the Year for its
Villa Project - JRC Palladio
BANGALORE, Feb. 9, 2020 /PRNewswire/ -- The best developments and architecture from across the length

and breadth of the nation were celebrated at Shangri-La Hotel Bangalore. The leading property

professionals behind these outstanding projects were invited to attend the Awards For Excellence in Real

Estate to receive their accolades.    

Real Estate Award For Excellence instituted by Common Floor and India Property, celebrates the

highest level of achievement by companies operating in all segments of real estate. The awards recognize,

encourage, promote excellence in real estate developments.

JRC Projects, one of the most admired real estate developers of Bangalore has won the prestigious Iconic

Villa Project of the Year for its project JRC Palladio at Sarjapur Road Bangalore.

With over 200 participant companies from India, JRC Projects emerged as one of the promising companies

to win this award which was chosen on the basis of customer preferences on various parameters including

architectural design, innovation, creativity, optimum use of space and natural light etc.

Winning this award is an indisputable evidence of JRC Projects' ability in beating some exceedingly strong

contenders within the highly competitive national property arena.

JRC Palladio is developed around the concept of 'villa and a holiday home within' where the entire living

space is designed around the needs of the residents. Roman Classical architecture and functional design

featuring double height living space, dinning with landscaped deck, open to sky court yard, multi-purpose

hall with large terrace area etc. have been two of the keystones in ensuring that it is delivered  on this

promise.  

It is one of the few Indian projects built based on the principle of legendary Italian architect Andrea

Palladio, who is considered as a father of neo classical architecture. His concepts and ideas have inspired

architectural marvels across the world. JRC Palladio seems no exception as it is strongly based on the
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symmetry, perspective and values of the Palladian classical  architecture. It has adopted all critical elements

of Palladian style of design i.e. decorative motifs, elegant cornices, classical forms, and double height

Palladian window.

One of the customers Mr. Shagul, Sr. Manager at Intuit who was part of the focus group, said, "It is hard to

believe that JRC Palladio is located at the heart of silicon triangle of Bangalore that enable us to commute to

all  IT hubs - Sarjapur Road, ORR and Electronic City within 10-30 minute drive." 

About JRC PALLADIO

JRC Palladio is an exclusive collection of Classical Roman Villas built based on the designs and principles of

legendary Italian architect Andrea Palladio whose works have inspired architectural marvels across the

world. The 3/4 bed villas feature an open-to-sky courtyard, dinning with landscaped deck, double-height

space living as well as a multi purpose hall with much detail given to the Palladian concept of a holiday

home within your house. 

Its Club house is also designed based on Greco-Roman architecture with Italian classical interior, indoor

sports and recreational activities on 2 acres amenity area.The project is located near Indus International

School, Sarjapur road and possess the advantage of being nestled in a tranquil area, IT parks and excellent

schools.

To quote Mr. Srikant, Director Real Estate Vertical, "We are committed to identifying and recreating classical

architecture with rich Roman and Greek design influences. The designs that are based on quality measure,

strict proportion and beautiful symmetry has influenced us to build spaces that not only reflect the classical

architecture, but both functional as well as accommodating"

As a corollary to this approach, JRC conceptualised Go classical homes that symbolizes timeless beauty and

functional design. The company has seamlessly adopted all the critical elements of the Greco-Roman

architecture and has embraced the usage of the Palladian window, motifs, cornices, pediments etc.

It is an intelligent choice of classical architecture and functional design. Classical architecture that never

goes out of style and looks ethereal for years to come. Functional design that meets every possible present,

potential and future needs of yours. 

Why JRC Palladio is considered to be timeless
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Business Views Press Release News

JRC Projects Bags the Iconic Project of the Year for its Villa Project - JRC Palladio
BANGALORE, Feb. 9, 2020 /PRNewswire/ -- The best developments and architecture from
across the length and breadth of the nation were celebrated at Shangri-La Hotel Bangalore. The
leading property professionals behind these outstanding projects were invited to attend the
Awards For Excellence in Real Estate to receive their accolades.    

Real Estate Award For Excellence instituted by Common Floor and India Property, celebrates the
highest level of achievement by companies operating in all segments of real estate. The awards
recognize, encourage, promote excellence in real estate developments.

JRC Projects, one of the most admired real estate developers of Bangalore has won the
prestigious Iconic Villa Project of the Year for its project JRC Palladio at Sarjapur Road
Bangalore.

With over 200 participant companies from India, JRC Projects emerged as one of the promising
companies to win this award which was chosen on the basis of customer preferences on various
parameters including architectural design, innovation, creativity, optimum use of space and
natural light etc.

Winning this award is an indisputable evidence of JRC Projects' ability in beating some
exceedingly strong contenders within the highly competitive national property arena.

JRC Palladio is developed around the concept of 'villa and a holiday home within' where the
entire living space is designed around the needs of the residents. Roman Classical architecture
and functional design featuring double height living space, dinning with landscaped deck, open to
sky court yard, multi-purpose hall with large terrace area etc. have been two of the keystones in
ensuring that it is delivered  on this promise.  

It is one of the few Indian projects built based on the principle of legendary Italian architect
Andrea Palladio, who is considered as a father of neo classical architecture. His concepts and
ideas have inspired architectural marvels across the world. JRC Palladio seems no exception as
it is strongly based on the symmetry, perspective and values of the Palladian classical 
architecture. It has adopted all critical elements of Palladian style of design i.e. decorative motifs,
elegant cornices, classical forms, and double height Palladian window.

One of the customers Mr. Shagul, Sr. Manager at Intuit who was part of the focus group, said, "It
is hard to believe that JRC Palladio is located at the heart of silicon triangle of Bangalore that
enable us to commute to all  IT hubs - Sarjapur Road, ORR and Electronic City within 10-30
minute drive." 

About JRC PALLADIO

JRC Palladio is an exclusive collection of Classical Roman Villas built based on the designs and
principles of legendary Italian architect Andrea Palladio whose works have inspired architectural
marvels across the world. The 3/4 bed villas feature an open-to-sky courtyard, dinning with
landscaped deck, double-height space living as well as a multi purpose hall with much detail
given to the Palladian concept of a holiday home within your house. 
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Its Club house is also designed based on Greco-Roman architecture with Italian classical interior,
indoor sports and recreational activities on 2 acres amenity area.The project is located near
Indus International School, Sarjapur road and possess the advantage of being nestled in a
tranquil area, IT parks and excellent schools.

To quote Mr. Srikant, Director Real Estate Vertical, "We are committed to identifying and
recreating classical architecture with rich Roman and Greek design influences. The designs that
are based on quality measure, strict proportion and beautiful symmetry has influenced us to build
spaces that not only reflect the classical architecture, but both functional as well as
accommodating"

As a corollary to this approach, JRC conceptualised Go classical homes that symbolizes timeless
beauty and functional design. The company has seamlessly adopted all the critical elements of
the Greco-Roman architecture and has embraced the usage of the Palladian window, motifs,
cornices, pediments etc.

It is an intelligent choice of classical architecture and functional design. Classical architecture that
never goes out of style and looks ethereal for years to come. Functional design that meets every
possible present, potential and future needs of yours. 

Why JRC Palladio is considered to be timeless

It is a recreation of Roman Classical Villas built during 15  century in Venice, Italy  by the Italian
architect Andrea Palladio. The Palladian Concept of 'Villa and a Holiday Home within' is
manifested in all the villas which features double height living space, dinning with landscaped
deck, open to sky court yard and multi purpose hall with large open terrace which can easily be
converted into party hall, start-up office, home theatre etc. as and when required

JRC Palladio embraces the tranquility of open spaces that allow you to experience the beauty
and splendor of nature. Coupled with the classical architecture that is reminiscent of Greece and
Rome, the magnificent designs along with the luxury fixtures and finishes are bound to make one
feel incredibly proud of their living space. The project embraces the perfectly unique balance
shared between man and nature.

It has taken over a year's time to precisely conceptualize, plan and transform the Greco-Roman
architecture into JRC Palladio. Each and every inch of  villas bring the legendary Palladian
inspiration to life and highlights its eternal magnificence. Apart from employing advanced
technology, The in house architect and civil team  had worked in collaboration with architect from
Italy and in India to put together the best efforts to create this project.

Mr. Sainath Shetty, Head of  Sales,  says, "It is not about classical architecture, meticulous floor
plans, amenities and luxuries; its rather about overall experience that makes this project unique .
All of this, and much more at an amazingly competitive price! With IT giants WIPRO and Infosys
coming up with their campuses, Azim Premji University being operational by next year. The
capital appreciation for JRC Palladio is bound to grow faster than ever. We would like our
discerning customers take advantage of this opportunity."

He further added that, "Floor plan is developed for classical and functional design and optimum
use of space and privacy etc The access for maid is kept separate. Deck, courtyard, windows
and doors are positioned in such a way that they don't overlook into neighbouring villas. Classical
architecture, Optimum use of space, maximum functionality, highest quality, world class
amenities are hallmark of this project"

Note from Mr. Manohar Reddy, MD  JRC Project Pvt. Ltd

"Building go-classical and go-green homes for people is a huge responsibility and we endeavor
to fulfill this duty with emphasis on efficiency and reliability in operations and focus on delivery
with highest quality .The hallmark of JRC is the perfect balance between comfort, convenience,
classical design, and the natural environment. We are committed to blend these four things into
every project.

As Managing Director, my goal is to ensure that  we  achieve  maximum potential by leveraging
and multiplying complementary competencies existing among our three business verticals-Realty,
Infrastructure and hospitality and also relies on the core values of Excellence, Empathy  and

B2b Marketplace
in India.

beldara.com
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JRC Projects Bags the Iconic Project of the Year for its
Villa Project - JRC Palladio
BANGALORE, Feb. 9, 2020 /PRNewswire/ -- The best developments and architecture from across the
length and breadth of the nation were celebrated at Shangri-La Hotel Bangalore. The leading property
professionals behind these outstanding projects were invited to attend the Awards For Excellence in
Real Estate to receive their accolades.    

Real Estate Award For Excellence instituted by Common Floor and India Property, celebrates the
highest level of achievement by companies operating in all segments of real estate. The awards
recognize, encourage, promote excellence in real estate developments.

JRC Projects, one of the most admired real estate developers of Bangalore has won the prestigious
Iconic Villa Project of the Year for its project JRC Palladio at Sarjapur Road Bangalore.

With over 200 participant companies from India, JRC Projects emerged as one of the promising
companies to win this award which was chosen on the basis of customer preferences on various
parameters including architectural design, innovation, creativity, optimum use of space and natural
light etc.

Winning this award is an indisputable evidence of JRC Projects' ability in beating some exceedingly
strong contenders within the highly competitive national property arena.

JRC Palladio is developed around the concept of 'villa and a holiday home within' where the entire
living space is designed around the needs of the residents. Roman Classical architecture and
functional design featuring double height living space, dinning with landscaped deck, open to sky
court yard, multi-purpose hall with large terrace area etc. have been two of the keystones in ensuring
that it is delivered  on this promise.  

It is one of the few Indian projects built based on the principle of legendary Italian architect Andrea
Palladio, who is considered as a father of neo classical architecture. His concepts and ideas have
inspired architectural marvels across the world. JRC Palladio seems no exception as it is strongly
based on the symmetry, perspective and values of the Palladian classical  architecture. It has adopted
all critical elements of Palladian style of design i.e. decorative motifs, elegant cornices, classical
forms, and double height Palladian window.

One of the customers Mr. Shagul, Sr. Manager at Intuit who was part of the focus group, said, "It is
hard to believe that JRC Palladio is located at the heart of silicon triangle of Bangalore that enable us
to commute to all  IT hubs - Sarjapur Road, ORR and Electronic City within 10-30 minute drive." 

About JRC PALLADIO
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JRC Palladio is an exclusive collection of Classical Roman Villas built based on the designs and
principles of legendary Italian architect Andrea Palladio whose works have inspired architectural
marvels across the world. The 3/4 bed villas feature an open-to-sky courtyard, dinning with
landscaped deck, double-height space living as well as a multi purpose hall with much detail given to
the Palladian concept of a holiday home within your house. 

Its Club house is also designed based on Greco-Roman architecture with Italian classical interior,
indoor sports and recreational activities on 2 acres amenity area.The project is located near Indus
International School, Sarjapur road and possess the advantage of being nestled in a tranquil area, IT
parks and excellent schools.

To quote Mr. Srikant, Director Real Estate Vertical, "We are committed to identifying and recreating
classical architecture with rich Roman and Greek design influences. The designs that are based on
quality measure, strict proportion and beautiful symmetry has influenced us to build spaces that not
only reflect the classical architecture, but both functional as well as accommodating"

As a corollary to this approach, JRC conceptualised Go classical homes that symbolizes timeless
beauty and functional design. The company has seamlessly adopted all the critical elements of the
Greco-Roman architecture and has embraced the usage of the Palladian window, motifs, cornices,
pediments etc.

It is an intelligent choice of classical architecture and functional design. Classical architecture that
never goes out of style and looks ethereal for years to come. Functional design that meets every
possible present, potential and future needs of yours. 

Why JRC Palladio is considered to be timeless

It is a recreation of Roman Classical Villas built during 15  century in Venice, Italy  by the Italian
architect Andrea Palladio. The Palladian Concept of 'Villa and a Holiday Home within' is manifested in
all the villas which features double height living space, dinning with landscaped deck, open to sky
court yard and multi purpose hall with large open terrace which can easily be converted into party
hall, start-up office, home theatre etc. as and when required

JRC Palladio embraces the tranquility of open spaces that allow you to experience the beauty and
splendor of nature. Coupled with the classical architecture that is reminiscent of Greece and Rome,
the magnificent designs along with the luxury fixtures and finishes are bound to make one feel
incredibly proud of their living space. The project embraces the perfectly unique balance shared
between man and nature.

It has taken over a year's time to precisely conceptualize, plan and transform the Greco-Roman
architecture into JRC Palladio. Each and every inch of  villas bring the legendary Palladian inspiration
to life and highlights its eternal magnificence. Apart from employing advanced technology, The in
house architect and civil team  had worked in collaboration with architect from Italy and in India to
put together the best efforts to create this project.

Mr. Sainath Shetty, Head of  Sales,  says, "It is not about classical architecture, meticulous floor
plans, amenities and luxuries; its rather about overall experience that makes this project unique . All
of this, and much more at an amazingly competitive price! With IT giants WIPRO and Infosys coming
up with their campuses, Azim Premji University being operational by next year. The capital
appreciation for JRC Palladio is bound to grow faster than ever. We would like our discerning
customers take advantage of this opportunity."
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JRC Projects Bags the Iconic Project of the Year for its Villa Project -
JRC Palladio

BANGALORE, Feb. 9, 2020 /PRNewswire/ -- The best developments and
architecture from across the length and breadth of the nation were celebrated at
Shangri-La Hotel Bangalore. The leading property professionals behind these
outstanding projects were invited to attend the Awards For Excellence in Real
Estate to receive their accolades.    

Real Estate Award For Excellence instituted by Common Floor and India
Property, celebrates the highest level of achievement by companies operating in
all segments of real estate. The awards recognize, encourage, promote excellence
in real estate developments.

JRC Projects, one of the most admired real estate developers of Bangalore has
won the prestigious Iconic Villa Project of the Year for its project JRC Palladio at
Sarjapur Road Bangalore.

With over 200 participant companies from India, JRC Projects emerged as one of
the promising companies to win this award which was chosen on the basis of
customer preferences on various parameters including architectural design,
innovation, creativity, optimum use of space and natural light etc.

Winning this award is an indisputable evidence of JRC Projects' ability in beating
some exceedingly strong contenders within the highly competitive national
property arena.

JRC Palladio is developed around the concept of 'villa and a holiday home within'
where the entire living space is designed around the needs of the residents.
Roman Classical architecture and functional design featuring double height
living space, dinning with landscaped deck, open to sky court yard, multi-
purpose hall with large terrace area etc. have been two of the keystones in
ensuring that it is delivered  on this promise.  

It is one of the few Indian projects built based on the principle of legendary
Italian architect Andrea Palladio, who is considered as a father of neo classical
architecture. His concepts and ideas have inspired architectural marvels across
the world. JRC Palladio seems no exception as it is strongly based on the
symmetry, perspective and values of the Palladian classical  architecture. It has
adopted all critical elements of Palladian style of design i.e. decorative motifs,
elegant cornices, classical forms, and double height Palladian window.

One of the customers Mr. Shagul, Sr. Manager at Intuit who was part of the focus
group, said, "It is hard to believe that JRC Palladio is located at the heart of
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silicon triangle of Bangalore that enable us to commute to all  IT hubs - Sarjapur
Road, ORR and Electronic City within 10-30 minute drive." 

About JRC PALLADIO

JRC Palladio is an exclusive collection of Classical Roman Villas built based on
the designs and principles of legendary Italian architect Andrea Palladio whose
works have inspired architectural marvels across the world. The 3/4 bed villas
feature an open-to-sky courtyard, dinning with landscaped deck, double-height
space living as well as a multi purpose hall with much detail given to the
Palladian concept of a holiday home within your house. 

Its Club house is also designed based on Greco-Roman architecture with Italian
classical interior, indoor sports and recreational activities on 2 acres amenity
area.The project is located near Indus International School, Sarjapur road and
possess the advantage of being nestled in a tranquil area, IT parks and excellent
schools.

To quote Mr. Srikant, Director Real Estate Vertical, "We are committed to
identifying and recreating classical architecture with rich Roman and Greek
design influences. The designs that are based on quality measure, strict
proportion and beautiful symmetry has influenced us to build spaces that not
only reflect the classical architecture, but both functional as well as
accommodating"

As a corollary to this approach, JRC conceptualised Go classical homes that
symbolizes timeless beauty and functional design. The company has seamlessly
adopted all the critical elements of the Greco-Roman architecture and has
embraced the usage of the Palladian window, motifs, cornices, pediments etc.

It is an intelligent choice of classical architecture and functional design. Classical
architecture that never goes out of style and looks ethereal for years to come.
Functional design that meets every possible present, potential and future needs
of yours. 

Why JRC Palladio is considered to be timeless

It is a recreation of Roman Classical Villas built during 15th century in Venice,
Italy  by the Italian architect Andrea Palladio. The Palladian Concept of 'Villa and
a Holiday Home within' is manifested in all the villas which features double
height living space, dinning with landscaped deck, open to sky court yard and
multi purpose hall with large open terrace which can easily be converted into
party hall, start-up office, home theatre etc. as and when required

JRC Palladio embraces the tranquility of open spaces that allow you to
experience the beauty and splendor of nature. Coupled with the classical
architecture that is reminiscent of Greece and Rome, the magnificent designs
along with the luxury fixtures and finishes are bound to make one feel incredibly
proud of their living space. The project embraces the perfectly unique balance
shared between man and nature.

It has taken over a year's time to precisely conceptualize, plan and transform the
Greco-Roman architecture into JRC Palladio. Each and every inch of  villas bring
the legendary Palladian inspiration to life and highlights its eternal magnificence.
Apart from employing advanced technology, The in house architect and civil
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team  had worked in collaboration with architect from Italy and in India to put
together the best efforts to create this project.

Mr. Sainath Shetty, Head of  Sales,  says, "It is not about classical architecture,
meticulous floor plans, amenities and luxuries; its rather about overall
experience that makes this project unique . All of this, and much more at an
amazingly competitive price! With IT giants WIPRO and Infosys coming up with
their campuses, Azim Premji University being operational by next year. The
capital appreciation for JRC Palladio is bound to grow faster than ever. We would
like our discerning customers take advantage of this opportunity."

He further added that, "Floor plan is developed for classical and functional
design and optimum use of space and privacy etc The access for maid is kept
separate. Deck, courtyard, windows and doors are positioned in such a way that
they don't overlook into neighbouring villas. Classical architecture, Optimum use
of space, maximum functionality, highest quality, world class amenities are
hallmark of this project"

Note from Mr. Manohar Reddy, MD  JRC Project Pvt. Ltd

"Building go-classical and go-green homes for people is a huge responsibility and
we endeavor to fulfill this duty with emphasis on efficiency and reliability in
operations and focus on delivery with highest quality .The hallmark of JRC is the
perfect balance between comfort, convenience, classical design, and the natural
environment. We are committed to blend these four things into every project.

As Managing Director, my goal is to ensure that  we  achieve  maximum potential
by leveraging and multiplying complementary competencies existing among our
three business verticals-Realty, Infrastructure and hospitality and also relies on
the core values of Excellence, Empathy  and Efficiency. We take pride in our
agility to adapt swiftly to market needs and aspires to lead innovation and design 
in this industry to unlock value."

About JRC Projects 

JRC is a complete customer centric enterprise operating in three principal
business verticals - Realty, Infrastructure, and Hospitality which are designed to
leverage its complementary competencies. As a result, high quality products and
services are delivered at competitive prices.  Synergy among business verticals
help create new value curve by achieving both high quality and cost advantage.
Since its inspection it has delivered  a wide range projects and services for its
chosen segments  which has made JRC become one  of the emerging leaders in
the field of realty development, infrastructure and hospitality. Today, the
company is known for its integrity, ability to deliver projects on time with highest
quality and stands as a proud statement of confidence and customer delight.

The         projects are distinguished for classical architecture, functional design,
natural environment, optimum use of space, prime location, aesthetic appeal,
natural light etc. JRC's attention to detail, and innovation ensures  on time
delivery with highest quality construction,  setting a new benchmark in the
industry.

Media Contact :
Jawahar Shan
jawahar@jrcprojects.com
+91-9902600229

mailto:jawahar@jrcprojects.com
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JRC Projects Bags the Iconic Project
of the Year for its Villa Project - JRC
Palladio
BANGALORE, Feb. 9, 2020 /PRNewswire/ -- The best developments and
architecture from across the length and breadth of the nation were
celebrated at Shangri-La Hotel Bangalore. The leading property
professionals behind these outstanding projects were invited to attend the
Awards For Excellence in Real Estate to receive their accolades.    

Real Estate Award For Excellence instituted by Common Floor and India
Property, celebrates the highest level of achievement by companies
operating in all segments of real estate. The awards recognize,
encourage, promote excellence in real estate developments.

JRC Projects, one of the most admired real estate developers of
Bangalore has won the prestigious Iconic Villa Project of the Year for its
project JRC Palladio at Sarjapur Road Bangalore.
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With over 200 participant companies from India, JRC Projects emerged as
one of the promising companies to win this award which was chosen on
the basis of customer preferences on various parameters including
architectural design, innovation, creativity, optimum use of space and
natural light etc.

Winning this award is an indisputable evidence of JRC Projects' ability in
beating some exceedingly strong contenders within the highly competitive
national property arena.

JRC Palladio is developed around the concept of 'villa and a holiday home
within' where the entire living space is designed around the needs of the
residents. Roman Classical architecture and functional design featuring
double height living space, dinning with landscaped deck, open to sky
court yard, multi-purpose hall with large terrace area etc. have been two of
the keystones in ensuring that it is delivered  on this promise.  

It is one of the few Indian projects built based on the principle of legendary
Italian architect Andrea Palladio, who is considered as a father of neo
classical architecture. His concepts and ideas have inspired architectural
marvels across the world. JRC Palladio seems no exception as it is
strongly based on the symmetry, perspective and values of the Palladian
classical  architecture. It has adopted all critical elements of Palladian style
of design i.e. decorative motifs, elegant cornices, classical forms, and
double height Palladian window.

One of the customers Mr. Shagul, Sr. Manager at Intuit who was part
of the focus group, said, "It is hard to believe that JRC Palladio is located
at the heart of silicon triangle of Bangalore that enable us to commute to
all  IT hubs - Sarjapur Road, ORR and Electronic City within 10-30 minute
drive." 

About JRC PALLADIO

JRC Palladio is an exclusive collection of Classical Roman Villas built
based on the designs and principles of legendary Italian architect Andrea
Palladio whose works have inspired architectural marvels across the
world. The 3/4 bed villas feature an open-to-sky courtyard, dinning with
landscaped deck, double-height space living as well as a multi purpose
hall with much detail given to the Palladian concept of a holiday home
within your house. 
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Press Release

JRC Projects Bags the Iconic Project of the
Year for its Villa Project - JRC Palladio
BANGALORE, Feb. 9, 2020 /PRNewswire/ -- The best developments and architecture from

across the length and breadth of the nation were celebrated at Shangri-La Hotel Bangalore. The

leading property professionals behind these outstanding projects were invited to attend the

Awards For Excellence in Real Estate to receive their accolades.    

Real Estate Award For Excellence instituted by Common Floor and India Property, celebrates

the highest level of achievement by companies operating in all segments of real estate. The

awards recognize, encourage, promote excellence in real estate developments.

JRC Projects, one of the most admired real estate developers of Bangalore has won the

prestigious Iconic Villa Project of the Year for its project JRC Palladio at Sarjapur Road

Bangalore.

With over 200 participant companies from India, JRC Projects emerged as one of the promising

companies to win this award which was chosen on the basis of customer preferences on various

parameters including architectural design, innovation, creativity, optimum use of space and

natural light etc.
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Winning this award is an indisputable evidence of JRC Projects' ability in beating some

exceedingly strong contenders within the highly competitive national property arena.

JRC Palladio is developed around the concept of 'villa and a holiday home within' where the

entire living space is designed around the needs of the residents. Roman Classical architecture

and functional design featuring double height living space, dinning with landscaped deck, open

to sky court yard, multi-purpose hall with large terrace area etc. have been two of the

keystones in ensuring that it is delivered  on this promise.  

It is one of the few Indian projects built based on the principle of legendary Italian architect

Andrea Palladio, who is considered as a father of neo classical architecture. His concepts and

ideas have inspired architectural marvels across the world. JRC Palladio seems no exception as

it is strongly based on the symmetry, perspective and values of the Palladian classical 

architecture. It has adopted all critical elements of Palladian style of design i.e. decorative

motifs, elegant cornices, classical forms, and double height Palladian window.

One of the customers Mr. Shagul, Sr. Manager at Intuit who was part of the focus group, said, "It

is hard to believe that JRC Palladio is located at the heart of silicon triangle of Bangalore that

enable us to commute to all  IT hubs - Sarjapur Road, ORR and Electronic City within 10-30

minute drive." 

About JRC PALLADIO

JRC Palladio is an exclusive collection of Classical Roman Villas built based on the designs and

principles of legendary Italian architect Andrea Palladio whose works have inspired

architectural marvels across the world. The 3/4 bed villas feature an open-to-sky courtyard,

dinning with landscaped deck, double-height space living as well as a multi purpose hall with

much detail given to the Palladian concept of a holiday home within your house. 

Its Club house is also designed based on Greco-Roman architecture with Italian classical

interior, indoor sports and recreational activities on 2 acres amenity area.The project is located

near Indus International School, Sarjapur road and possess the advantage of being nestled in a

tranquil area, IT parks and excellent schools.
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To quote Mr. Srikant, Director Real Estate Vertical, "We are committed to identifying and

recreating classical architecture with rich Roman and Greek design in�uences. The designs that

are based on quality measure, strict proportion and beautiful symmetry has in�uenced us to

build spaces that not only re�ect the classical architecture, but both functional as well as

accommodating"

As a corollary to this approach, JRC conceptualised Go classical homes that symbolizes timeless

beauty and functional design. The company has seamlessly adopted all the critical elements of

the Greco-Roman architecture and has embraced the usage of the Palladian window, motifs,

cornices, pediments etc.

It is an intelligent choice of classical architecture and functional design. Classical architecture

that never goes out of style and looks ethereal for years to come. Functional design that meets

every possible present, potential and future needs of yours. 

Why JRC Palladio is considered to be timeless

It is a recreation of Roman Classical Villas built during 15  century in Venice, Italy  by the

Italian architect Andrea Palladio. The Palladian Concept of 'Villa and a Holiday Home within' is

manifested in all the villas which features double height living space, dinning with landscaped

deck, open to sky court yard and multi purpose hall with large open terrace which can easily be

converted into party hall, start-up of�ce, home theatre etc. as and when required

JRC Palladio embraces the tranquility of open spaces that allow you to experience the beauty

and splendor of nature. Coupled with the classical architecture that is reminiscent of Greece

and Rome, the magni�cent designs along with the luxury �xtures and �nishes are bound to

make one feel incredibly proud of their living space. The project embraces the perfectly unique

balance shared between man and nature.

It has taken over a year's time to precisely conceptualize, plan and transform the Greco-Roman

architecture into JRC Palladio. Each and every inch of  villas bring the legendary Palladian

inspiration to life and highlights its eternal magni�cence. Apart from employing advanced

technology, The in house architect and civil team  had worked in collaboration with architect

from Italy and in India to put together the best efforts to create this project.

th
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Mr. Sainath Shetty, Head of  Sales,  says, "It is not about classical architecture, meticulous �oor

plans, amenities and luxuries; its rather about overall experience that makes this project unique

. All of this, and much more at an amazingly competitive price! With IT giants WIPRO and

Infosys coming up with their campuses, Azim Premji University being operational by next year.

The capital appreciation for JRC Palladio is bound to grow faster than ever. We would like our

discerning customers take advantage of this opportunity."

He further added that, "Floor plan is developed for classical and functional design and optimum

use of space and privacy etc The access for maid is kept separate. Deck, courtyard, windows

and doors are positioned in such a way that they don't overlook into neighbouring villas.

Classical architecture, Optimum use of space, maximum functionality, highest quality, world

class amenities are hallmark of this project"

Note from Mr. Manohar Reddy, MD  JRC Project Pvt. Ltd

"Building go-classical and go-green homes for people is a huge responsibility and we endeavor

to ful�ll this duty with emphasis on ef�ciency and reliability in operations and focus on delivery

with highest quality .The hallmark of JRC is the perfect balance between comfort, convenience,

classical design, and the natural environment. We are committed to blend these four things into

every project.

As Managing Director, my goal is to ensure that  we  achieve  maximum potential by leveraging

and multiplying complementary competencies existing among our three business verticals-

Realty, Infrastructure and hospitality and also relies on the core values of Excellence, Empathy 

and Ef�ciency. We take pride in our agility to adapt swiftly to market needs and aspires to lead

innovation and design  in this industry to unlock value."

About JRC Projects 

JRC is a complete customer centric enterprise operating in three principal business verticals -

Realty, Infrastructure, and Hospitality which are designed to leverage its complementary

competencies. As a result, high quality products and services are delivered at competitive

prices.  Synergy among business verticals help create new value curve by achieving both high

quality and cost advantage. Since its inspection it has delivered  a wide range projects and

services for its chosen segments  which has made JRC become one  of the emerging leaders in
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JRC Projects Bags the Iconic
Project of the Year for its Villa Project -
JRC Palladio
BANGALORE, Feb. 9, 2020 /PRNewswire/ -- The best developments and architecture from across the length
and breadth of the nation were celebrated at Shangri-La Hotel Bangalore. The leading property
professionals behind these outstanding projects were invited to attend the Awards For Excellence in Real
Estate to receive their accolades.    

Real Estate Award For Excellence instituted by Common Floor and India Property, celebrates the
highest level of achievement by companies operating in all segments of real estate. The awards recognize,
encourage, promote excellence in real estate developments.

JRC Projects, one of the most admired real estate developers of Bangalore has won the prestigious Iconic
Villa Project of the Year for its project JRC Palladio at Sarjapur Road Bangalore.

With over 200 participant companies from India, JRC Projects emerged as one of the promising companies
to win this award which was chosen on the basis of customer preferences on various parameters including
architectural design, innovation, creativity, optimum use of space and natural light etc.

Winning this award is an indisputable evidence of JRC Projects' ability in beating some exceedingly strong
contenders within the highly competitive national property arena.

JRC Palladio is developed around the concept of 'villa and a holiday home within' where the entire living
space is designed around the needs of the residents. Roman Classical architecture and functional design
featuring double height living space, dinning with landscaped deck, open to sky court yard, multi-purpose
hall with large terrace area etc. have been two of the keystones in ensuring that it is delivered  on this
promise.  

It is one of the few Indian projects built based on the principle of legendary Italian architect Andrea
Palladio, who is considered as a father of neo classical architecture. His concepts and ideas have inspired
architectural marvels across the world. JRC Palladio seems no exception as it is strongly based on the
symmetry, perspective and values of the Palladian classical  architecture. It has adopted all critical elements
of Palladian style of design i.e. decorative motifs, elegant cornices, classical forms, and double height
Palladian window.

One of the customers Mr. Shagul, Sr. Manager at Intuit who was part of the focus group, said, "It is hard to
believe that JRC Palladio is located at the heart of silicon triangle of Bangalore that enable us to commute
to all  IT hubs - Sarjapur Road, ORR and Electronic City within 10-30 minute drive." 

About JRC PALLADIO

JRC Palladio is an exclusive collection of Classical Roman Villas built based on the designs and principles of
legendary Italian architect Andrea Palladio whose works have inspired architectural marvels across the
world. The 3/4 bed villas feature an open-to-sky courtyard, dinning with landscaped deck, double-height
space living as well as a multi purpose hall with much detail given to the Palladian concept of a holiday
home within your house. 

Its Club house is also designed based on Greco-Roman architecture with Italian classical interior, indoor
sports and recreational activities on 2 acres amenity area.The project is located near Indus International
School, Sarjapur road and possess the advantage of being nestled in a tranquil area, IT parks and excellent
schools.

To quote Mr. Srikant, Director Real Estate Vertical, "We are committed to identifying and recreating
classical architecture with rich Roman and Greek design influences. The designs that are based on quality
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measure, strict proportion and beautiful symmetry has influenced us to build spaces that not only reflect
the classical architecture, but both functional as well as accommodating"

As a corollary to this approach, JRC conceptualised Go classical homes that symbolizes timeless beauty and
functional design. The company has seamlessly adopted all the critical elements of the Greco-Roman
architecture and has embraced the usage of the Palladian window, motifs, cornices, pediments etc.

It is an intelligent choice of classical architecture and functional design. Classical architecture that never
goes out of style and looks ethereal for years to come. Functional design that meets every possible present,
potential and future needs of yours. 

Why JRC Palladio is considered to be timeless

It is a recreation of Roman Classical Villas built during 15th century in Venice, Italy  by the Italian architect
Andrea Palladio. The Palladian Concept of 'Villa and a Holiday Home within' is manifested in all the villas
which features double height living space, dinning with landscaped deck, open to sky court yard and multi
purpose hall with large open terrace which can easily be converted into party hall, start-up office, home
theatre etc. as and when required

JRC Palladio embraces the tranquility of open spaces that allow you to experience the beauty and splendor
of nature. Coupled with the classical architecture that is reminiscent of Greece and Rome, the magnificent
designs along with the luxury fixtures and finishes are bound to make one feel incredibly proud of their
living space. The project embraces the perfectly unique balance shared between man and nature.

It has taken over a year's time to precisely conceptualize, plan and transform the Greco-Roman
architecture into JRC Palladio. Each and every inch of  villas bring the legendary Palladian inspiration to life
and highlights its eternal magnificence. Apart from employing advanced technology, The in house architect
and civil team  had worked in collaboration with architect from Italy and in India to put together the best
efforts to create this project.

Mr. Sainath Shetty, Head of  Sales,  says, "It is not about classical architecture, meticulous floor plans,
amenities and luxuries; its rather about overall experience that makes this project unique . All of this, and
much more at an amazingly competitive price! With IT giants WIPRO and Infosys coming up with their
campuses, Azim Premji University being operational by next year. The capital appreciation for JRC Palladio
is bound to grow faster than ever. We would like our discerning customers take advantage of this
opportunity."

He further added that, "Floor plan is developed for classical and functional design and optimum use of
space and privacy etc The access for maid is kept separate. Deck, courtyard, windows and doors are
positioned in such a way that they don't overlook into neighbouring villas. Classical architecture, Optimum
use of space, maximum functionality, highest quality, world class amenities are hallmark of this project"

Note from Mr. Manohar Reddy, MD  JRC Project Pvt. Ltd

"Building go-classical and go-green homes for people is a huge responsibility and we endeavor to fulfill this
duty with emphasis on efficiency and reliability in operations and focus on delivery with highest quality .The
hallmark of JRC is the perfect balance between comfort, convenience, classical design, and the natural
environment. We are committed to blend these four things into every project.

As Managing Director, my goal is to ensure that  we  achieve  maximum potential by leveraging and
multiplying complementary competencies existing among our three business verticals-Realty, Infrastructure
and hospitality and also relies on the core values of Excellence, Empathy  and Efficiency. We take pride in
our agility to adapt swiftly to market needs and aspires to lead innovation and design  in this industry to
unlock value."

About JRC Projects 

JRC is a complete customer centric enterprise operating in three principal business verticals - Realty,
Infrastructure, and Hospitality which are designed to leverage its complementary competencies. As a result,
high quality products and services are delivered at competitive prices.  Synergy among business verticals
help create new value curve by achieving both high quality and cost advantage. Since its inspection it has
delivered  a wide range projects and services for its chosen segments  which has made JRC become one  of
the emerging leaders in the field of realty development, infrastructure and hospitality. Today, the company
is known for its integrity, ability to deliver projects on time with highest quality and stands as a proud
statement of confidence and customer delight.

The         projects are distinguished for classical architecture, functional design, natural environment, optimum
use of space, prime location, aesthetic appeal, natural light etc. JRC's attention to detail, and innovation
ensures  on time delivery with highest quality construction,  setting a new benchmark in the industry.

Media Contact :
Jawahar Shan
jawahar@jrcprojects.com
+91-9902600229
Vice President Corp. Communication
JRC Projects
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JRC Projects Bags the Iconic Project of the Year for its Villa Project
- JRC Palladio
BANGALORE, Feb. 9, 2020 /PRNewswire/ -- The best developments and architecture from across the length and breadth of the
nation were celebrated at Shangri-La Hotel Bangalore. The leading property professionals behind these outstanding projects were
invited to attend the Awards For Excellence in Real Estate to receive their accolades.    

Real Estate Award For Excellence instituted by Common Floor and India Property, celebrates the highest level of achievement by
companies operating in all segments of real estate. The awards recognize, encourage, promote excellence in real estate
developments.
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JRC Projects, one of the most admired real estate developers of Bangalore has won the prestigious Iconic Villa Project of the Year for
its project JRC Palladio at Sarjapur Road Bangalore.

With over 200 participant companies from India, JRC Projects emerged as one of the promising companies to win this award which
was chosen on the basis of customer preferences on various parameters including architectural design, innovation, creativity,
optimum use of space and natural light etc.

Winning this award is an indisputable evidence of JRC Projects' ability in beating some exceedingly strong contenders within the
highly competitive national property arena.

JRC Palladio is developed around the concept of 'villa and a holiday home within' where the entire living space is designed around
the needs of the residents. Roman Classical architecture and functional design featuring double height living space, dinning with
landscaped deck, open to sky court yard, multi-purpose hall with large terrace area etc. have been two of the keystones in ensuring
that it is delivered  on this promise.  

It is one of the few Indian projects built based on the principle of legendary Italian architect Andrea Palladio, who is considered as a
father of neo classical architecture. His concepts and ideas have inspired architectural marvels across the world. JRC Palladio seems
no exception as it is strongly based on the symmetry, perspective and values of the Palladian classical  architecture. It has adopted
all critical elements of Palladian style of design i.e. decorative motifs, elegant cornices, classical forms, and double height Palladian
window.

One of the customers Mr. Shagul, Sr. Manager at Intuit who was part of the focus group, said, "It is hard to believe that JRC Palladio is
located at the heart of silicon triangle of Bangalore that enable us to commute to all  IT hubs - Sarjapur Road, ORR and Electronic
City within 10-30 minute drive." 

About JRC PALLADIO

JRC Palladio is an exclusive collection of Classical Roman Villas built based on the designs and principles of legendary Italian
architect Andrea Palladio whose works have inspired architectural marvels across the world. The 3/4 bed villas feature an open-to-
sky courtyard, dinning with landscaped deck, double-height space living as well as a multi purpose hall with much detail given to the
Palladian concept of a holiday home within your house. 

Its Club house is also designed based on Greco-Roman architecture with Italian classical interior, indoor sports and recreational
activities on 2 acres amenity area.The project is located near Indus International School, Sarjapur road and possess the advantage of
being nestled in a tranquil area, IT parks and excellent schools.

To quote Mr. Srikant, Director Real Estate Vertical, "We are committed to identifying and recreating classical architecture with rich
Roman and Greek design in�uences. The designs that are based on quality measure, strict proportion and beautiful symmetry has
in�uenced us to build spaces that not only re�ect the classical architecture, but both functional as well as accommodating"

As a corollary to this approach, JRC conceptualised Go classical homes that symbolizes timeless beauty and functional design. The
company has seamlessly adopted all the critical elements of the Greco-Roman architecture and has embraced the usage of the
Palladian window, motifs, cornices, pediments etc.

It is an intelligent choice of classical architecture and functional design. Classical architecture that never goes out of style and looks
ethereal for years to come. Functional design that meets every possible present, potential and future needs of yours. 

Why JRC Palladio is considered to be timeless

It is a recreation of Roman Classical Villas built during 15th century in Venice, Italy  by the Italian architect Andrea Palladio. The
Palladian Concept of 'Villa and a Holiday Home within' is manifested in all the villas which features double height living space,
dinning with landscaped deck, open to sky court yard and multi purpose hall with large open terrace which can easily be converted
into party hall, start-up o�ce, home theatre etc. as and when required

JRC Palladio embraces the tranquility of open spaces that allow you to experience the beauty and splendor of nature. Coupled with
the classical architecture that is reminiscent of Greece and Rome, the magni�cent designs along with the luxury �xtures and �nishes
are bound to make one feel incredibly proud of their living space. The project embraces the perfectly unique balance shared
between man and nature.

It has taken over a year's time to precisely conceptualize, plan and transform the Greco-Roman architecture into JRC Palladio. Each
and every inch of  villas bring the legendary Palladian inspiration to life and highlights its eternal magni�cence. Apart from employing
advanced technology, The in house architect and civil team  had worked in collaboration with architect from Italy and in India to put
together the best e�orts to create this project.

Mr. Sainath Shetty, Head of  Sales,  says, "It is not about classical architecture, meticulous �oor plans, amenities and luxuries; its rather
about overall experience that makes this project unique . All of this, and much more at an amazingly competitive price! With IT giants
WIPRO and Infosys coming up with their campuses, Azim Premji University being operational by next year. The capital appreciation
for JRC Palladio is bound to grow faster than ever. We would like our discerning customers take advantage of this opportunity."

He further added that, "Floor plan is developed for classical and functional design and optimum use of space and privacy etc The
access for maid is kept separate. Deck, courtyard, windows and doors are positioned in such a way that they don't overlook into
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neighbouring villas. Classical architecture, Optimum use of space, maximum functionality, highest quality, world class amenities are
hallmark of this project"

Note from Mr. Manohar Reddy, MD  JRC Project Pvt. Ltd

"Building go-classical and go-green homes for people is a huge responsibility and we endeavor to ful�ll this duty with emphasis on
e�ciency and reliability in operations and focus on delivery with highest quality .The hallmark of JRC is the perfect balance between
comfort, convenience, classical design, and the natural environment. We are committed to blend these four things into every project.

As Managing Director, my goal is to ensure that  we  achieve  maximum potential by leveraging and multiplying complementary
competencies existing among our three business verticals-Realty, Infrastructure and hospitality and also relies on the core values of
Excellence, Empathy  and E�ciency. We take pride in our agility to adapt swiftly to market needs and aspires to lead innovation and
design  in this industry to unlock value."

About JRC Projects 

JRC is a complete customer centric enterprise operating in three principal business verticals - Realty, Infrastructure, and Hospitality
which are designed to leverage its complementary competencies. As a result, high quality products and services are delivered at
competitive prices.  Synergy among business verticals help create new value curve by achieving both high quality and cost
advantage. Since its inspection it has delivered  a wide range projects and services for its chosen segments  which has made JRC
become one  of the emerging leaders in the �eld of realty development, infrastructure and hospitality. Today, the company is known
for its integrity, ability to deliver projects on time with highest quality and stands as a proud statement of con�dence and customer
delight.

The         projects are distinguished for classical architecture, functional design, natural environment, optimum use of space, prime
location, aesthetic appeal, natural light etc. JRC's attention to detail, and innovation ensures  on time delivery with highest quality
construction,  setting a new benchmark in the industry.

Media Contact :
Jawahar Shan
jawahar@jrcprojects.com
+91-9902600229
Vice President Corp. Communication
JRC Projects

Back   |  Next story: 53 West 53, Jean Nouvel's First Residential Skyscraper In New York City, Announces Immediate Occupancy
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JRC Projects Bags the Iconic

Project of the Year for its Villa

Project - JRC Palladio

BANGALORE, Feb. 9, 2020 /PRNewswire/ -- The best
developments and architecture from across the length
and breadth of the nation were celebrated at Shangri-La
Hotel Bangalore. The leading property professionals
behind these outstanding projects were invited to attend
the Awards For Excellence in Real Estate to receive their
accolades.    
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Real Estate Award For Excellence instituted by Common
Floor and India Property, celebrates the highest level of
achievement by companies operating in all segments of
real estate. The awards recognize, encourage, promote
excellence in real estate developments.

JRC Projects, one of the most admired real estate
developers of Bangalore has won the prestigious Iconic
Villa Project of the Year for its project JRC Palladio at
Sarjapur Road Bangalore.

With over 200 participant companies from India, JRC
Projects emerged as one of the promising companies to
win this award which was chosen on the basis of customer
preferences on various parameters including architectural
design, innovation, creativity, optimum use of space and
natural light etc.

Winning this award is an indisputable evidence of JRC
Projects' ability in beating some exceedingly strong
contenders within the highly competitive national
property arena.

JRC Palladio is developed around the concept of 'villa and
a holiday home within' where the entire living space is
designed around the needs of the residents. Roman
Classical architecture and functional design featuring
double height living space, dinning with landscaped deck,
open to sky court yard, multi-purpose hall with large
terrace area etc. have been two of the keystones in
ensuring that it is delivered  on this promise.  

It is one of the few Indian projects built based on the
principle of legendary Italian architect Andrea Palladio,
who is considered as a father of neo classical architecture.
His concepts and ideas have inspired architectural
marvels across the world. JRC Palladio seems no
exception as it is strongly based on the symmetry,
perspective and values of the Palladian classical 
architecture. It has adopted all critical elements of
Palladian style of design i.e. decorative motifs, elegant
cornices, classical forms, and double height Palladian
window.
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One of the customers Mr. Shagul, Sr. Manager at Intuit
who was part of the focus group, said, "It is hard to
believe that JRC Palladio is located at the heart of silicon
triangle of Bangalore that enable us to commute to all  IT
hubs - Sarjapur Road, ORR and Electronic City within 10-
30 minute drive." 

About JRC PALLADIO

JRC Palladio is an exclusive collection of Classical Roman
Villas built based on the designs and principles of
legendary Italian architect Andrea Palladio whose works
have inspired architectural marvels across the world. The
3/4 bed villas feature an open-to-sky courtyard, dinning
with landscaped deck, double-height space living as well
as a multi purpose hall with much detail given to the
Palladian concept of a holiday home within your house. 

Its Club house is also designed based on Greco-Roman
architecture with Italian classical interior, indoor sports
and recreational activities on 2 acres amenity area.The
project is located near Indus International School,
Sarjapur road and possess the advantage of being nestled
in a tranquil area, IT parks and excellent schools.

To quote Mr. Srikant, Director Real Estate Vertical, "We
are committed to identifying and recreating classical
architecture with rich Roman and Greek design
in�uences. The designs that are based on quality
measure, strict proportion and beautiful symmetry has
in�uenced us to build spaces that not only re�ect the
classical architecture, but both functional as well as
accommodating"

As a corollary to this approach, JRC conceptualised Go
classical homes that symbolizes timeless beauty and
functional design. The company has seamlessly adopted
all the critical elements of the Greco-Roman architecture
and has embraced the usage of the Palladian window,
motifs, cornices, pediments etc.

It is an intelligent choice of classical architecture and
functional design. Classical architecture that never goes
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JRC Projects Bags the Iconic Project of the Year for its Villa
Project - JRC Palladio
BANGALORE, Feb. 9, 2020 /PRNewswire/ -- The best developments and architecture from across the
length and breadth of the nation were celebrated at Shangri-La Hotel Bangalore. The leading property
professionals behind these outstanding projects were invited to attend the Awards For Excellence in
Real Estate to receive their accolades.    

Real Estate Award For Excellence instituted by Common Floor and India Property, celebrates the
highest level of achievement by companies operating in all segments of real estate. The awards
recognize, encourage, promote excellence in real estate developments.

JRC Projects, one of the most admired real estate developers of Bangalore has won the prestigious
Iconic Villa Project of the Year for its project JRC Palladio at Sarjapur Road Bangalore.

With over 200 participant companies from India, JRC Projects emerged as one of the promising
companies to win this award which was chosen on the basis of customer preferences on various
parameters including architectural design, innovation, creativity, optimum use of space and natural light
etc.

Winning this award is an indisputable evidence of JRC Projects' ability in beating some exceedingly
strong contenders within the highly competitive national property arena.

JRC Palladio is developed around the concept of 'villa and a holiday home within' where the entire living
space is designed around the needs of the residents. Roman Classical architecture and functional
design featuring double height living space, dinning with landscaped deck, open to sky court yard, multi-
purpose hall with large terrace area etc. have been two of the keystones in ensuring that it is delivered 
on this promise.  

It is one of the few Indian projects built based on the principle of legendary Italian architect Andrea
Palladio, who is considered as a father of neo classical architecture. His concepts and ideas have
inspired architectural marvels across the world. JRC Palladio seems no exception as it is strongly
based on the symmetry, perspective and values of the Palladian classical  architecture. It has adopted
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all critical elements of Palladian style of design i.e. decorative motifs, elegant cornices, classical forms,
and double height Palladian window.

One of the customers Mr. Shagul, Sr. Manager at Intuit who was part of the focus group, said, "It is hard
to believe that JRC Palladio is located at the heart of silicon triangle of Bangalore that enable us to
commute to all  IT hubs - Sarjapur Road, ORR and Electronic City within 10-30 minute drive." 

About JRC PALLADIO

JRC Palladio is an exclusive collection of Classical Roman Villas built based on the designs and
principles of legendary Italian architect Andrea Palladio whose works have inspired architectural
marvels across the world. The 3/4 bed villas feature an open-to-sky courtyard, dinning with landscaped
deck, double-height space living as well as a multi purpose hall with much detail given to the Palladian
concept of a holiday home within your house. 

Its Club house is also designed based on Greco-Roman architecture with Italian classical interior, indoor
sports and recreational activities on 2 acres amenity area.The project is located near Indus
International School, Sarjapur road and possess the advantage of being nestled in a tranquil area, IT
parks and excellent schools.

To quote Mr. Srikant, Director Real Estate Vertical, "We are committed to identifying and recreating
classical architecture with rich Roman and Greek design in�uences. The designs that are based on
quality measure, strict proportion and beautiful symmetry has in�uenced us to build spaces that not
only re�ect the classical architecture, but both functional as well as accommodating"

As a corollary to this approach, JRC conceptualised Go classical homes that symbolizes timeless
beauty and functional design. The company has seamlessly adopted all the critical elements of the
Greco-Roman architecture and has embraced the usage of the Palladian window, motifs, cornices,
pediments etc.

It is an intelligent choice of classical architecture and functional design. Classical architecture that
never goes out of style and looks ethereal for years to come. Functional design that meets every
possible present, potential and future needs of yours. 

Why JRC Palladio is considered to be timeless

It is a recreation of Roman Classical Villas built during 15  century in Venice, Italy  by the Italian
architect Andrea Palladio. The Palladian Concept of 'Villa and a Holiday Home within' is manifested in
all the villas which features double height living space, dinning with landscaped deck, open to sky court
yard and multi purpose hall with large open terrace which can easily be converted into party hall, start-
up o�ce, home theatre etc. as and when required

JRC Palladio embraces the tranquility of open spaces that allow you to experience the beauty and
splendor of nature. Coupled with the classical architecture that is reminiscent of Greece and Rome, the
magni�cent designs along with the luxury �xtures and �nishes are bound to make one feel incredibly

th
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JRC Projects Bags the Iconic Project of the Year
for its Villa Project - JRC Palladio
BANGALORE, Feb. 9, 2020 /PRNewswire/ -- The best developments and architecture from across the
length and breadth of the nation were celebrated at Shangri-La Hotel Bangalore. The leading
property professionals behind these outstanding projects were invited to attend the Awards For
Excellence in Real Estate to receive their accolades.    

Real Estate Award For Excellence instituted by Common Floor and India Property, celebrates the
highest level of achievement by companies operating in all segments of real estate. The awards
recognize, encourage, promote excellence in real estate developments.

JRC Projects, one of the most admired real estate developers of Bangalore has won the prestigious
Iconic Villa Project of the Year for its project JRC Palladio at Sarjapur Road Bangalore.

With over 200 participant companies from India, JRC Projects emerged as one of the promising
companies to win this award which was chosen on the basis of customer preferences on various
parameters including architectural design, innovation, creativity, optimum use of space and natural
light etc.

Be The First To Strike Gold
2 & 3 BHK less than ₹ 36 Lakhs. Invest in the Real estate hot spot of North
Bangalore.
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Winning this award is an indisputable evidence of JRC Projects' ability in beating some exceedingly
strong contenders within the highly competitive national property arena.

JRC Palladio is developed around the concept of 'villa and a holiday home within' where the entire
living space is designed around the needs of the residents. Roman Classical architecture and
functional design featuring double height living space, dinning with landscaped deck, open to sky
court yard, multi-purpose hall with large terrace area etc. have been two of the keystones in ensuring
that it is delivered  on this promise.  

It is one of the few Indian projects built based on the principle of legendary Italian architect Andrea
Palladio, who is considered as a father of neo classical architecture. His concepts and ideas have
inspired architectural marvels across the world. JRC Palladio seems no exception as it is strongly
based on the symmetry, perspective and values of the Palladian classical  architecture. It has adopted
all critical elements of Palladian style of design i.e. decorative motifs, elegant cornices, classical
forms, and double height Palladian window.

One of the customers Mr. Shagul, Sr. Manager at Intuit who was part of the focus group, said, "It is
hard to believe that JRC Palladio is located at the heart of silicon triangle of Bangalore that enable us
to commute to all  IT hubs - Sarjapur Road, ORR and Electronic City within 10-30 minute drive." 

About JRC PALLADIO

JRC Palladio is an exclusive collection of Classical Roman Villas built based on the designs and
principles of legendary Italian architect Andrea Palladio whose works have inspired architectural
marvels across the world. The 3/4 bed villas feature an open-to-sky courtyard, dinning with
landscaped deck, double-height space living as well as a multi purpose hall with much detail given to
the Palladian concept of a holiday home within your house. 

Its Club house is also designed based on Greco-Roman architecture with Italian classical interior,
indoor sports and recreational activities on 2 acres amenity area.The project is located near Indus
International School, Sarjapur road and possess the advantage of being nestled in a tranquil area, IT
parks and excellent schools.

To quote Mr. Srikant, Director Real Estate Vertical, "We are committed to identifying and recreating
classical architecture with rich Roman and Greek design influences. The designs that are based on
quality measure, strict proportion and beautiful symmetry has influenced us to build spaces that not
only reflect the classical architecture, but both functional as well as accommodating"

As a corollary to this approach, JRC conceptualised Go classical homes that symbolizes timeless
beauty and functional design. The company has seamlessly adopted all the critical elements of the
Greco-Roman architecture and has embraced the usage of the Palladian window, motifs, cornices,
pediments etc.

It is an intelligent choice of classical architecture and functional design. Classical architecture that
never goes out of style and looks ethereal for years to come. Functional design that meets every
possible present, potential and future needs of yours. 


